What I’ve Learned: Gale Peterson

Sea Island Learning Center, St. Simons Island, GA
Interview by Paul Ramee, Jr.

Gale Peterson has her roots in Sea Island,
Georgia—and they run very deep. The multifaceted and award-winning professional has
spent her entire career at the famed golf
resort in the Golden Isles, where her father
was the property’s longtime general manager. During her early years Peterson had the
opportunity to meet and closely observe
many of the game’s top players and greatest
instructors. In particular, she had the privilege of watching Davis Love III grow up as a golfer, under the tutelage of his famous and widely admired father, Davis Love, Jr.
Gale is highly lauded for her teaching skill, with honors that include a place on Golf Digest's list of America's 50 Greatest Teachers
and GOLF Magazine’s Top 100 Teachers. She is a former national
LPGA Teacher of the Year and a familiar face on televised instruction segments at Golf Channel, ESPN, FOX and NBC's Today. Peterson co-authored "LPGA Guide to Every Shot" and is a regular contributor to several publications, including GOLF Magazine. Interviewer and Proponent Group member Paul Ramee went beyond
those accolades to find the nuances in Gale’s approach to teaching.
Gale, your experience at Sea Island is unique in many ways—
talk about how it has impacted your life and your career.
My father was the general manager of the Sea Island Golf Club for
43 years and I was always around the club, taking part in all the junior golf and junior tennis clinics. I was fortunate to have a lot of
teachers who shared their time and wisdom with me. Meanwhile, I
was exposed a little bit to the business side of the golf industry
through my father. So, I learned about golf management and also
learned about the teaching and clinic side of the industry.
When your junior days were over, what came next?
After college I came back to Sea Island and decided to take a job
as an assistant pro. I was in the golf
shop generally, learning the ropes.
One day, one of the other assistants went oﬀ-property and
couldn’t make it back in time for a
lesson he had scheduled. I was
told to go out and give the lesson,
something I had never done before.

proach. We spent two hours together and we worked on some of
the drills and games I knew.
A baptism by fire, and you came out of it unscathed?
Well, I came out of it knowing what I wanted to do for a living.
A young professional who wants to learn the craft of teaching, and there you are at Sea Island, one of the earliest
adopters of the learning-center concept.
I realized I was in a good place. I managed to get myself onto
the lesson tee and was starting to work side by side with people
like Davis Love, Jr, Louise Suggs and Jimmy Hodges. It was
quite an experience. I had the opportunity to ask Davis Love, Jr.
questions all the time. He would put together reading lists and
educate me on what it meant to be a great teacher.
Were there other influences on your training at that time?
When I had vacation time, I would visit people like Bob Toski, Jim
Flick, Paul Runyan and Jack Lumpkin—Jack of course ended up on
the Sea Island teaching staff. My real break came when the Golf
Digest Schools opened. I was asked to help out and I got to learn
from these guys on a daily basis. I moved on to become the director
of the schools program, which meant I would be videotaping lessons, organizing the schedule and so on. I got to watch how Jim
Flick managed a lesson and how he would deal with all the different
personalities. In front of me were these top instructors, demonstrating how they fixed problems and employed different techniques.
You were a mainstay in the Golf Digest Schools for many
years and taught with what was arguably the greatest golf
school program ever. How did that experience shape you?
I think it gave me the ability to teach a diverse range of students.
Lots of people are specialists and while I teach a lot of short game in
our schools at Sea Island, when I‘m out on the LPGA Tour I need to
work on a multitude of facets with a given player. Then I would return home to the Learning Center and find myself teaching a ladies

That’s an exciting moment. Perhaps a tense moment, as well?
All I could think to say was, “What
am I supposed to do?” I was instructed to watch some swings, tell
the student something he was doing well, then pick out something
he wasn’t doing very well and
work on that. So, I took that apGale Peterson’s creativity has been featured in the game’s major publications for more than 25 years.
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“Lunch and Learn” session. I would have a lesson scheduled with a
hotel guest, and be working with that golfer on the very basics.

the circle whom I can turn to for advice. It’s what I call “leapfrogging.” I have intentionally built this mentoring group.

That’s both ends of the spectrum—what is the net eﬀect?
To me the benefit is how different each day is. It helps me stay creative.

Any advice for young instructors who are relying on a lot of
technology when they teach? Specifically, is this trend beneficial to their overall development as an instructor? Have we
gotten too numbers-oriented on the lesson tee?

Isn’t it sometimes diﬃcult to shift gears?
It can get a little tricky. When I’m out on the LPGA
Tour, the challenge is to do what I call “monitoring
the foundation” of the player’s swing motion, and
picking target lines to hit the ball on. I will also
watch them play the golf course and study how
they handle pressure and what their competitive
tendencies are. Most of the swing work, Track
Man analysis and fitness work is done when we
meet at Sea Island. So when I am at Sea Island
it’s diﬀerent. It’s all the diagnostics and the full-on
teaching mode, for a lot of the students. Of
course, when I have a “Lunch and Learn” session,
that calls for more basic work. But in every case I
really need to listen to the group or the player. I
may have an idea of what they need and they may
have an idea of what they want. But in both cases, I had better
be ready to give them what they are asking for.

“And while Jim (Flick)
was with one player, he
had his eye on the prior
player and was previewing the guy he was seeing next. He had great
observation skills ”
-Gale Peterson
I know a lot of teachers who use TrackMan just for their evaluations and some that use it all the time. I actually feel I would be a
little lost if I used it all the time. We use TrackMan in our clinics
and it helps change the ball flight which in turn helps students
play better. But, you need to be careful, you really need a balance, when I am out with our LPGA Tour Players, I do not bring
TrackMan with me, one because I do not have time and two because many times we are working on the golf course. In the final
analysis, you really have to rely on your own observation skills.

Talk a little bit about what you have learned from being
around some of the best players in the world.
You always have to keep in mind that no two players are the
same. Matt Kuchar, Davis Love III, Zach Johnson and Jonathan
Byrd are all built quite diﬀerently. They all swing diﬀerently. But,
while they are not alike, they all realize what shots give them the
best chance to succeed. They are deep into competition so for
the most part the oﬀ-season is the time for swing changes and in
season is the time to work on the short game. One thing about
top players that stands out is how much they enjoy practicing.
What can instructors at clubs and golf school instructors do
to work together to ensure the success of students we send
your way?
We need to work together and communicate better. Instructors at
clubs need to realize that we are another set of eyes and we can
build a customized, tour-caliber program for your member that
you can monitor all year long. Through this type of collaboration
the student gets better and we all succeed.

You have spoken at Proponent Group events about teaching
groups and the presentation is very well received. What are
some of your keys to running great group programs?
What’s most important, from the start, is to know your group.
Second priority is the teaching area and the setup of it. Make
sure the short-game area has room for all the various shots. Do
you have the necessary teaching aids for the shot you are teaching? Do you have handouts ready? Do you have drills and games
they can play after they leave? Are you using block drills? Random drills? All this preparation is vital.

What are some of the life lessons you learned from the Golf
Digest Schools?
First, with anything you do, have great passion for it. Second, you
have to love people and love having relationships with your students. Lastly, you have to keep learning, have conversations with
teachers, get diﬀerent opinions. When you do all that, it doesn’t
ever feel like a job.

Who among your mentors seemed particularly eﬀective in
this facet?
Jim Flick was the best at structure and time management. Jim
would first define the shot, demonstrate the shot, then give one very
specific assignment. Then the group would break up and Jim knew
how many times he was going to see each individual in the prescribed time frame. And while Jim was with one player, he had his
eye on the prior player and was previewing the guy he was seeing
next. He had great observation skills.

Was it intimidating walking into the Golf Digest Schools room
for the first time?
At first it was. Then, the more I was around these great instructors, the more comfortable I became. It was evident early that
asking questions was nothing to be embarrassed about and that
golf is a great industry for information-sharing. Guys like Chuck
Evans and Mike Adams were super. They told me early on that
teaching golf was comprised of many facets and you need mentors in each facet. I have a circle of mentors and people outside

Surveying the current developments in golf coaching, what
have you been impressed by lately?
I am most intrigued by what Mike Adams is doing with his Bio
Swing Dynamics and what Chuck Evans has been doing in figuring out which components fit together. These two approaches
are exciting, because the test associated with their information
will allow us to figure out right away what our students need. A
tool like that will save the instructor and student a lot of time and
energy and get them moving toward positive results a lot faster.
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